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Division Space Axiomatics 
KRZYSZTOF OSTASZEWSKI 
Abstract . The abstract Henstock integral is defined for real functions on a division 
space (Henstock [2], Muldowney [5], Ostaszewski [6]). We consider two sets of axioms 
for a division space, one due to Henstock, and another due to Thomson [7], [8]. We show 
and discuss their equivalence. 
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Introduction. Kurzweil [4], and independently Henstock [1], introduced a gen-
eralization of the classical Riemann integral which is more powerful than the 
Lebesque integral, yet has all of its desired properties, especially with respect 
to limit theorems. 
Their idea has been extended to an abstract setting — to what we will refer 
to as the Henstock integral of a real-valued function defined on a division space . 
We concentrate on the definition of that concept here, 
1. Definition. Let X be a nonempty set, and # a nonempty class of its subsets 
such that if I, J G \-/ then I f) J G $ , and I \ J can be written as a finite union 
of elements of # (this means that $ is a set-theoretic semiring in the sense of 
KolmogorofF [3]). We will call the elements of \P cells (alternatively, they can be 
called intervals, as in Henstock [2], Muldowney [5], Ostaszewski [6], or Thomson 
[7], [8]). We also assume that X = I j / e* -r-
Let $s denote the class of finite unions of elements of \I>. Elements of ^ 5 are 
called elementary sets. If E e \-/s and E = I\ U I2 U . . . In, where Ii, I2, . • •, In 
are pairwise disjoint, n e N , then {Ii, I2, . . . , In} is called a partition of E. Let 
{(x{, Ii), (x2, I2), . . . , (xn, In)}, n G N, be a finite collection of pairs (x{, It) G 
X x # , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, such that {Ii, I2, . . . , In} is a partition of E = Ii U I2 U 
. . . U In. Then {(#], Ii), (#2, h) > • • •» (
xn, In)} is called a division of E. If S is 
a subset o f l x ^ which contains a divison of an E G tf's, we say that S divides 
E. 
If 5 C X x * , and E C X, we write 
S(E) = {(x, I)eS:ICE} 
and 
S(E) = {(x, I)eS:xeE}. 
2. Definition. (Henstock [2]) A nonempty class A// of subset of X x \l>, AIL ^ 
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{0}, is called a derivation base in the sence of Henstock if it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) For every E G $5 there exists an S G A// such that S divides E; 
(ii) If Si , S2 € A//, Si and S2 divide an E G ^ 5 , then there exists an S3 such 
that S3 C Si fl S2 and S3 divides E; 
(iii) If E i , E2 G $s are disjoint, and an S G A// divides EiUE2 then S(f?i) € A// 
and S(E\) divides E\\ 
(iv) If JE7I, JE?2 € \ťs are disjoint, Si divides JE7i, Si divides ^2? then there exists 
an S € A// dividing £1 U E2 with S C Si H S2 . 
A base which satisfies (i),(ii), and (iii), but not (iv), is called a nonadditive deriva-
tion base in the sense of Henstock. 
The definitions and notation follow generally, but not exactly, those of Henstock 
[2], and Muldowney [5]. DifFerences are an attemp to reconcile the above works 
with Thomson [7], [8], and Ostaszewski [6]. 
3. Defini t ion. (Thomson [7], [8]) A nonempty class AT of subset of X x \ř, AT ^ 
{0}, is called a derivation base in the sense of Thomson if it satisfies the following 
two conditions: 
(i) For every E G #s and S G A T , S divides E; 
(ii) If Si, S^ G Ar then there exists an S3 G AT such that S3 C Si fl S2. 
If in addition to (i) and (ii) Ar satisfies the condition: 
(iii) If JSi, E2 G \ťs are disjoint, Si, S2 G Ar such that 
S 3 ( Í E ; I U J E ; 3 ) C S I ( J 5 ; 1 ) U S 2 ( E 2 ) ; 
then Ar is called an additive derivation base in the sense of Thomson. 
4. Definit ion. If A# is a derivation base in the sense of Henstock, the triple 
(X, ^, A//) is called a division space. If A// is the derivation base in the sense 
of Thomson, we will call the triple (X, \ř, AT) a division space in the sense of 
Thomson. 
5. Definit ion. If F : X x $ —• R then its lower, and upper limits (respectively) 
at a point xo G X are defined as 
(A) lim inf F(x, I) = sup inf F(x0, I ) , 
I-**o S € A ( * o , I)€S[{ZO}] 
(A)limsupF(:r , I) = inf sup F(x0, I). 
/ -*o S € A(xo, i)es[{x0)] 
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The above definition does not extend to the degenerate case of S £ A for which 
5[{xo}] = 0, but that case is, generally speaking, not considered. A denotes a base 
in the sense of Henstock or in the sense of Thomson. 
If both the upper and lower limits are equal, their commo value is reffered to 
as the limit of F at XQ, and denoted by (A)limj-+ l0 F(x, I), 
6. Definition. (Henstock [2], Muldowney[5],Thomson [7], [8]) 
If F : X x * —> R and G : K x # —> R, then the upper, lower, and 
ordinary (respectively) derivates of F with respect to G at xo 6 X, with respect 
to the base A, are defined as: 
DAFG(XO) = (A)limsup^p4{, 
/_X o G(x, I) 
rDAFG(xo) = ( A ) l i m i n f
F ( a : , / ) 
/-xo G(X, iy 
7. Definition. (Henstock [2], Muldowney [5], Thomson [7], [8]) 
Let F : X x # —• R and E € ^s- The upper and lower (respectively) 
integrals of F over J5, with respect to A, are defined as: 
(Д)/ Ғ=inf sup 52 П*,J), 
(x, /)€>r 
where IT C S are divisions of JB, for a base in the sense of Henstock we consider 
only those 5 which divide E, and 
(A) / F = sup inf Y, F(x> I)' 
and again 7r C 5 are divisions of .E, only 5 dividing _E? are considered if the 
Henstock's concept applies. 
If the upper integral equals the lower one, their common value is referred to as 
the Henstock integral of F over E, written as 
(Д) / ғ. 
JE 
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8. Definition. If AH is a base in the sense of Henstock, we define (this definition 
is being introduced here) its Thomson analogue as the class AT 
A T = \ (JE£VS <*E : <*E is the coordinate of a £ IlEG^s
 A / / > E 
corresponding to E £ $?s f > 
where 
A//, E = {S(E) :S e AH, S divides £ } 
for E G $s, and the products in (1) is the standard Cartesian product. 
If AT is a base in the sense of Thomson then we define its Henstock analogue as 
AH = {S(E): S e A T , Ee$s}-
9. T h e o r e m , (a) If AH is a class of subsets of X xty which satisfies the axioms 
2(i), 2(ii), and 2(iii) then its Thomson analogue is a derivation base in the sense 
of Thomson. 
(b) If AH is a derivation base in the sense of Henstock then its Thomson 
analogue is an additive derivation base in the sense of Thomson. 
(c) If AT is a derivation base in the sense of Thomson then its Henstock 
analogue satisfies the axioms 2(i), 2(h) and 2(iii). 
(d) If AT is an additive derivation base in the sense of Thomson then its 
Henstock analogue is a derivation base in the sense of Henstock. 
PROOF: (a) We will show that the axioms 2(i), 2(h) and 2(iii) imply the axioms 
3(i) and 3(H). To show 3(i) note that if 5 € A r , E0 G # s then 
S = ^2 aE 
E€#s 
for some 
a$ n A">£> 
£€*s 
and aEo divides E0 because aEo G A//, Eo; i.e., aEo = S(E0) for some 5 G AH 
which divides E0. 
Now consider 3(ii). Let 
Si = £ a'E, S2 = £ a"E. 
E€*s Ee*s 
Then for each E G ^ 5 
a'E = S'(E), a"E = S"(E), 
where S'E, S"E G AH and both S'E, S"E divide £ . By 1.2(H) there exists an 
SE G AH which divides £? and such that SE C S'E C\ S"E. Let 
a* = S(£). 
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Define 
53 = (J aE. 
E€*s 
Then 5 3 G A T and 5 3 C 5 '# H 5"#, as desired. 
(b) We will show that A T , the Thomson analogue of AH, satisfies the axiom 
1.3(iii). Let E\,E2 G * s be disjoint, S\,S2 G A T . Let E C E\ U E2 be an 
arbitrary elementary set. Define Ef = EDE\,E" = EC)E2. Using the definition of 
S* = U E G ^ S a '> ^ 2 ~ UEe^s a " ' choose a 'E / , a ' V . Note that a
f
E>, a"E» e AH 
by 1.2(iii). Define Sf = a ' ^ , 5 " = a"E"- By 1.2(iv) there is an 5 G AH such 
that 5 divides Ef U E" and 5 C 5 ' U 5" . Let /3E = S and for E not contained in 
Ei U E2 define /3E arbitrarily. Set 5 3 = UE<E*S #&•
 T h e n S* e AT a n d 
SZ(E1UE3)CS1(E1)US2(E2), 
as desired. 
(c) To prove that AH satisfies 2(i) it suffices to note that every 5 G A T divides 
every E G # s . Therefore, if E G # s then for 5 G AT,S(E) G A H (the Henstock 
analogue),and 5(F?) divides E. 
To prove 2(h) consider 5 i , 5 2 G A//, both dividing an E G ^ s - Then 5i = 
Sf(E\) for some Sf G A T and E\ G ^ s - But since 5i divides E, E must be a 
subset of E\. Similarly, 52 = 5"(.E2) with 5 " G A T , £ 2 G * s , £ C £ 2 . By 
3(h) there exists an S"f G A T such that S"
f C Sf n 5" . Let 5 3 = 5" ' (£ ) . Then 
5 3 c 5i H 5 2 and 5 3 divides 2£. 
Now let us turn to 2(iii). This one is obvious. E\, E2 G ^s are disjoint 
and S e 6H divides E\ U E2 then S = S
f (E) for some S' G A T , E G # s , 
£ D E\ U E2. Then 5(E) = S'(E)(E\) = 5 ' (£ i ) G AH and 5(.Bi) divides £ x 
because Sf does. 
(d) We only need to show that the Henstock analogue AH of an additive base 
A T satisfies 2(iv). Let E\, E2 G # s be disjoint, and let 5i = 51(2?) G A H , where 
5i divides E\, S2 = S2(E2) G A H , where 5 2 divides E2. By the definition of a 
Henstock analogue, we have 5i = S'(E\), 5 2 = S"(E2), with 5 \ 5 " G A T . By 
3(iii) there exists an S'" G A T such that 
S'"(E\U E2) C S'(Ei)U S"(E2). 
Let 5 = S'"(E\ U £ 2 ) . Then S e AH, S divides ^ U J52, and 
SCS'(E\)US"(E2). 
This completes the proof of part (d), and the entire Theorem 9. • 
10. Defini t ion. If A H is a derivation base in the sense of Henstock such that 
(v)(a) If E G * s , Sn G A H and divides E for every n G N, and if Xn C X, 
Xn fl Xm = 0 for m,n G N, m ^ n, then there exists an 5 G A H dividing 
E such that 
S[Xn] C Sn, for each n G N, 
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then (X , \t , A//) is called a decomposable division space in the sense of Henstock. 
If instead of (v)(a) we have 
(v)(b) If E € * 5 , Sx G AH, where x £ X, and each Sx divides E, then there 
exists an S G A H dividing E such that 
S[{x}] C Sx, for x G X, 
then (X, \£, A H ) is called a fully decomposable division space in the sense of 
Henstock. 
11. Definition. If A T is a derivation base in the sense of Thomson, and 
(v')(a) If Sn G AT for n GN, Xn C X with Xn D Xm = 0 for m ^ n, m , 
n € N , then there exists an S G A such that 
5[Xn] C 5„, for n G N, 
then (X, $ , AT) is called a decomposable division space in the sense of Thomson, 
and Aqn is said to be of a-local character. 
If instead of (v')(a) AT satisfied: 
(v')(b) If Sx € A T for x G X then there exists an S G A such that 
5 [ { x } ] c 5 z , forz GK , 
then (K, $ , A T ) is called a fully decomposable division space in the sense of 
Thomson, and A T is said to be of local character. 
12. Theorem, (a) If (X, # , A H ) is a decomposable division space in the sense 
of Henstock, and AT is the Thomson analogue of AH, then (X, $ , A T ) is a 
decomposable civision space in the sense of Thomson. 
(b) If (X, \£, A H ) is a fully decomposable division space in the sense of Hen-
stock, and AT is the Thomson analogue of AH, then (X, ty, A T ) is a fully de-
composable division space in the sense of Thomson. 
(c) If (X, \£, A T ) is a decomposable division space in the sense of Thomson, 
and AH in the Henstock analogue of AT, then (X, $, AH) is a decomposable 
division space in the sense of Henstock. 
(d) If(X, $ , A T ) is a fully decomposable division space in the sense of Thom-
son, and AH is the Henstock analogue of AT, then (X, $ , A H ) is a fully decom-
posable division space in the sense of Henstock. 
PROOF: (a) Assume that Sn G A T , Xn C X, with Xn 's pairwise disjoint, for 
n G N. Let E G * 5 . Let 
Sn = ( J OLE, n, 
Eevs 
(choose CYE, n corresponding to that E € ^ 5 for each n € N) . Because 
(X, \I>, A H ) is decomposable, there exists an a^ G A H , dividing E, and such 
that 
®E [Xn] C OLE, n, for all n G N. 
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Let 5 = UE€VsaE< Then for each n G N 
S [Xn] = | J «E [J-Vi] C ( J OJ£, n = 5 n , 
Ee^s Ee*s 
and this proves (a). 
(b) Let 5X G A T for a: G X. For any J£ G \!/s, since 5X = UE£^s
aE, n w e 
can choose an a ^ x G A H corresponding to that E, for every x £ X. Because 
(X, $ , A H ) is fully decomposable, there exists an OLE G A H , dividing E, and such 
that 
«E [{x}] C OLE, x for every x e X. 
Define 5 = ^Ee^s
aB G A T - Then, for each x € X, 
S[{x}]= ( J «*;[{*}] C (J a E , x = 5 x , 
Ee^s EG^s 
which proves (b). 
(c) Let E G # s , 5 n G A H , for n G N, and 5 n divides £ . Let {Kn} be a 
sequence of disjoint subsets of X. Each 5 n equals ST, n(En) for some ST n G A T 
and J£n G \-ls- Since 5 n = ST, n (En) divides E, E must be contained in En. 
Because (X, # , A T ) is decomposable there exists an ST G A T such that 
ST [Xn] C ST, n for each n G N. 
Define 5 = ST(E). Then 5 divides E, S G A*, and 
5 [Kn] - ST (E) [Xn] C ST (En) [Xn] = 
= 5 T [ K n ] ( - 5 n ) C 5 T , n ( ^ n ) - = 5 n , 
as desired. 
(d) Let E G * s , 5X G A* for x G K with each 5X dividing J5. Every 5X equals 
some 5 T , X (EX) where 5 T , X € A T and Ex G ^ s - Since 5 T , X (EX) divides £ , F? 
must be contained in each Ex. Because (X, \t, A T ) is fully decomposable, there 
exists ST G A T such that 
ST[{x}]cST,x 
for every x G X. Define 5 = ST(E). Then 5 G A H , and for each x £ X 
S[{x}] = ST(E)[{x}]cST(Ex)[{x}] = 
= ST[{X}](EX)CST,X(EX) = SX. 
This ends the proof of Theorem 12. D 
13. Remark . The main purpose of this work is to investigate whether the 
Henstock and the Thomson axiomatics of a division space are merely two different 
perspectives on basically the same concept. We have been quite successful until 
now in showing just that. But the goal as stated above may be overly optimistic, as 
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we will show starting with the following proposition (which requires an additional 
assumption for the perfect correspondence to be preserved). 
14. Proposit ion . Let AT be a derivation base in the sense of Thomson, ATH 
be its Thomson analogue, and ATHT be the Thomson analogue of the Henstock 
analogue. Assume that AT has the property that if for every E G $?s, SE € A T 
t.5 chosen, then 
(J SE(E)£A. 
Ee*s 
Then ATHT = A T -
PROOF: Recall that 
ATH = {S{E) SeAT,Ee <S>s} • 
If E1 e # s then 
A T H , E> = {S(E') S <E A T H , S divides E'} = 
= {S(E)(E') S € A T , S(E) divides E', E € * s } = 
= {S(E)(E') SeAT,E'cE,Ee vfrs} = 
= {S{E') 5 € A T } . 
If aE> £ ATH, E> for each E' then aE> = SE' (E
r), El £ $ s , SE> € A r . Every 
5 6 A T H T is of the form 
5= U "*'. 
and by the above assumption, S E A T . Thus ATHT C A H - It is obvious that 
A T C ATHT, as any 5 € A T equals U#e^s S ( E ) . This ends the proof. • 
15. E x a m p l e . The additional condition required in Proposition 14 is necessary. 
To illustrate that, consider the Thomson base generating the classical Riemann 
integral on closed subintervals of R (see Thomson [7]): 
Se = {(x, [a, b)):x£ [a, b]c(x-6,x + 8)}, 
where 6 is a positive real number, and 
AT = {S6:6e(0,+oo)}. 
It is easy to see that A T is a derivation base in the sense of Thomson. For 
JE? = [a i , 6 i ) U [ a 2 , 6 2 ) U . . . U [ a n , bn) e * s 
let 
SE = max( |a i | , |&i|, |a2 | , |62 |, . . . , |a„|, |6„|), 
and SE = SsE. Then 
U SE(E) 
Eevs 
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belongs to ATHT but cannot be expressed as an S G A T -
16. Proposit ion. Let AH be a derivation base in the sense of Henstock which has 
the following property: if E G ̂ 5 - and for each E' C E, E' G ̂ s, we have some 
SE1 — SE' (E1) G AH such that SE' divides E', then UE'CESE1 C A//. Let AHT 
be its Thomson analogue nad AHTH be the Henstock analogue of the Thomson 
analogue. We have then the equality AHTH = A # . 
P R O O F : By definition, 5 G AHT if 
S= U aEi 
E€VS 
where CXE = &E(E) G A//, and C*E divides E. Let S' G AHTH be arbitrary. Then 
S' = S(E') for some E' G # s and 5 G A//T . But then 
5'= U *E(E')= U ^ ( £ ' n £ ) ' 
E€*s E£Vs 
By the assumption, 5 ' G A//. Thus AHTH C A//. Since the inclusion A// C 
AHTH is clear, we have the desired equality. n 
17. Example. The additional assumption given in Proposition 16 is necessary. 
To show that, consider again the class 
$ = {[a, b) : a G R, b G R, a < 6} 
on R (same as in Example 15). For an E G $ s let 
56 = {(x, [a, 6)) : x G [a, 6] C (x - 8, a: + 8) C E} 
for 8 > 0. If for £ 0 = [ -1 , 1), £ ' C E0 we define 
8£, = sup |x|, 
x£E' 
then 
U S*E' ̂  S^ 
E'CEo 
for any 8 > 0, where S$ is defined on £"0- For this base, Dtitan is a proper subset 
of AHTH-
Theorem. (%) Let AH be a derivation base in the sense of Henstock, IQ G $ , and 
F : K x ty —> R. Let A//T &e the Thomson analogue of AH- Then then Henstock 
integrals of F obtained via AH and AHT are identical; i.e., 
(AH)f F=(AHT)f F, 
—iO — - 0 
( A H ) 7 / o F - ( A „ T ) 7 / o F , 
(AH) Jj F = (AHT) Jj E (if the integral exists). 
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(ii) Let AT be a derivation base in the sense of Henstock, I0 £ # . and F : 
X x $ —» R. Let A T / / be the Henstock analogue of A//. Then the Henstock 
integrals of F obtained via AT and A T / / are identical; i.e., 
(AT) / F = (ATH)J F, 
— 1 0 — / o 
( A r ) / / o F = ( A ™ ) 7 , o F , 
(AT) Jj F = (ATH) Jj F (if the integral exists). 
PROOF: Note that in the Definition 7 (of the Henstock integral), both in the case 
of using a base in the sense of Henstock and in the sense of Thomson, only divisions 
of Io are used, and only S C A dividing the entire Io (in the Henstock case), or 
5(Io), where S £ A T (in the Thomson case), are used. This observation gives the 
desired equivalences of definitions immediately. D 
19. Theorem, (i) Let A// be a derivation base in the sense of Henstock, and let 
x0 £ X. Assume that A// has the following property: if (x, I) £ 5 £ A// then for 
every E £ $ 5 such that I D E ^ 0 there is an S £ A// dividing E such that for 
(z, J) £ S, z ^ x. Then for any F, G : X x $ —• R the definitions of a limit of 
F at x0, and of the derivative of F with respect to G with respect to A// and its 
Thomson analogue A / / T are equivalent; i.e., 
(A/ / ) l iminf /_ 2 ; o F (x , I) = (A//T)hminf/_Xo F(x, I); 
(A/L) l imsup/_X oF( ;r , I) = (Atfr) l imsup/_^ o F(x, I); 
(A/ / ) l im/_ X o F(x, I) = (A/LT)lim/-+Xo F(x, I) (if the limit exists); 
D&HFG(X0) = DAHTFG(X0); 
5 A / G (ZO) = DAHTFG (X0) ; 
DAHFG (X0) = DAHTFG (X0) (if the derivative exists). 
(ii) Let AT be a derivation base in the sense of Thomson, and let x0 £ X. 
Assume that AT has the following property: if(x0, I) £ 5 £ A T , I C E £ ^ 5 then 
there is an Si £ A T such that for Si C S, (x0, I) £ Si, and every (x0, J) £ Si 
has J C E. Then for any F, G : X x * —• R the definitions of a limit of F at x0, 
and of the derivative of F with respect to G, with respect to AT and its Henstock 
analogue ATH aTe equivalent; i.e., 
(AT)Yimmii-+xoF(x, I) = (ATff)liminf/_Xo F(x, I); 
(AT) l imsup /_ X 0 F ( z , I) = (AT//)limsup /_+ X oF(.r , I); 
(AT)l im/_X o F(x, I) = (ATH)YimI^xQF(x, I) (if the lim,it exists); 
D&TFG(x0) = D.&THFG(x0); 
DATFG(X0) =:'DATHFG(X0)] 
DATFG(X0) = D^TfjFG (x0) (if the derivative exists). 
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PROOF: If sufficies to prove the parts concerning limits, as derivatives are defined 
as limits. It is perfectly clear that the lower and upper limits with respect to the 
Thomson analogue (in the case (i)), or with respect to the base in the sense of 
Thomson (in the case (ii)) bound the upper and lower limits with respect to the 
base in the sense of Henstock (case (i)), or the Henstock analogue (case (ii)). 
To finish the proof of (i) we will show that 
(AfI)HminfF(x, I) < (A/yT)liminf F(x, I). 
I—*X0 I—+T.Q 
Let e be an arbitrary positive number. Let s G AH be such that for every (x0, I) G 
S 
F(x0, I) > (AH)\imm{F(x, I) - e. 
i—+xo 
Choose an (x0, I) G S. Let E G $ s be arbitrary. Define E' = E H I, E" = E\ I 
(note that E', E" G $>s). Let S' = S(E'), and let S" be an element of AH 
dividing E" such that for (z, J) G S", z ^ x0. By 2(iv) there exists an S"
f G AH, 
dividing E, such that S'" c S' U S". We can assume that S"' = S'" (E). Let 
PE = S"', and 
ST = U PE e AHT. 
E€*s 
Then for every (x0, I) G ST 
Thus 
F(x0, I) > ( Д я ) l i m i n f F ( æ , I) - є. l—*xo 
(AHT)limm{F(x, I)) > (AH)\immíF(x, I). 
I—*x0 I—*xo 
This proves that 
( A / i T ) l i m i n f F ( x , I) = (A/L)l iminiF(x, I). 
l—*xo l—+xo 
The equality of upper limits is proved similarly, and the rest of (i) follows easily. 
To prove (ii) we only need to show that 
(AT / /) l iminfF(a: , I) < (A T ) l iminfF(x , I). 
I—+XQ I—+X0 
Again, let e be an arbitrary positive number. Let S G A T / / , S = ST(E), where 
E G $ s , ST G A T be such that for every (x0, I) G S we have 
F(x0, I) > (AT / / ) l iminfF( .r , I) - e. 
I—*xo 
Let (x0, I) G 5 = ST(E). Note that I C E. There is an SY G A T such that 
Si C ST, (X0, I) G Si, and every (x0, J) G Si has J C E. If (x0, J) G Si then 
(a;0, J) G ST(E), so that 
F(.T0, J)>(AT//)liminfF(x, I)-e. 
I—+XQ 
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Consequent ly 
Th i s proves t ha t 
(AT)liminfF(x, I)> (AH)limMF(x, I). 
I-+xo I—*xo 
(Ar)HminfF(a:, I) = (A//)liminfF(x, I). 
i~+xo i—+xo 
T h e inequal i ty concerning the upper limits can be proved similarly, and the rest 
of (ii) follows. This ends the proof of Theorem 19. • 
2 0 . R e m a r k . T h e addi t ional assumpt ions of Theorem 19 are not as ex t raord inary 
as they might appear . They are, in fact, satisfied by addi t ive derivat ion bases used 
for the development of the generalized Riemann integral on R and in the p lane 
(see Ostaszewski [6] and Thomson [7]). 
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